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SKILLS 

Summary of Selected Ski l ls 

Very Satisfying Skills 
Integrity 
Strength 
Visualizing 
Creativity 
Using Computers 

Moderately Satisfying Skills 
Teamwork 
Assisting/Caring 
Manuai Dexterity 
Attention to Detail 
Programming 
Estimating 
Information Gathering 
Analyzing 
Active Learning 
Coordinating 

Somewhat Satisfying Skills 
Dependability 
Flexibility 
Persistence 
Efficiency 
Competitiveness 
Social Perception 
Stamina 
Repetition Tolerance 
Following Procedures 
Categorizing 
Verifying Information 
Calculating 
Budgeting 
Reading 
Speaking 
Listening 
Planning 
Directing/Leading 
Decision Making 
Impact of Responsibility 

B Holland Personality Types 
One way of grouping occupations is to use the Holland Personality Types. The 
skills you selected have been compared to the six Holland Personality Types. The 
scores range from 100 to 0. Look for your three highest scores and combine them 
to get your Holland Code: 

36 Social 

36 Conventional 

26 Investigative 

26 Artistic 

18 Realistic 

14 Enterprising 

The descriptions below explain each of the types. See how your top three fit you. 

Realistic: You like to work with things you can see and touch. You prefer things 
that seem real rather than Ideas or concepts. You enjoy mechanical and/or athletic 
tasks. You like to fix things or put things together. 

Investigative: You enjoy logical thinking and like to understand how things work. 
You like scientific and mathematical tasks. You are good at solving problems. 

Artistic: You enjoy art, dancing, acting, and music. You like to express yourself 
freely and you enjoy variety and creativity. 
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Social: You like to work with people. You enjoy solving problems by talking about 
them. You like helping, understanding, and teaching others. You are friendly and 
you care about the feelings of others. 
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Enterprising: You tike to lead others. You enjoy competition and like to be in 
control. You are willing to be responsible for getting your work done and for 
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supervising others. 
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CcNiventional: You IHce to keep things in order. You like dear rules and 
Instructions. You are good with details and very careful to do things the right way. 

wD Occupational Clusters 
aus te rs group occupations with similar duties, preparation, and skills. The duster 
ratings show how well your skills matdi the stalls needed in each duster. The 
higher your rating, the better the match. Ouster ratings range from +100 to -44. 

Rate Clusters 
20 Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources 
18 Architecture and Construction 
36 Arts, Audio/Visual Technology, and Communications 
36 Business Management and Administration 
30 Education and Training 
34 Rnance 
30 Government and Public Administration 
30 Health Sdence 
29 Hospitality and Tourism 
32 Human Services 
32 Information Technology 
30 Law, Public Safety, CorrectiOTis, and Security 
10 Manufacturing 
3D Marketing 

27 Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
10 Transportation, Distribution, and Logistics 

1 

* Top 3 0 Occupations 
The occupational ratings can go from +100 to - 4 4 . The higher the rating, the 
better the match between your skins and the skills required by the occupation, 
of the occupations on your *Top 30 list are good matches with your skill 
preferences. 

a ide BD next to an occupation to compare your skiHs to the skills of the 
occupation. 

Rats * Top 30 Occupations 

" Anhitoctt ira and Construction 
43 * Architects 
4 5 * Drafters 
4 0 * Landscape Architects 

ArtSr Audio/Vlsuai Technology, and Communicatfons 
47 * Animators and Multimedia Artists 
3 8 * Graphic Designers 
43 * Industrial Designers 
4 3 * Page Layout Workers 
3 8 * Set and Exhibit Designers 

Business Management and Administration 
40 * Bookkeeping and Accounting Clerks 
4 5 * Computer and Information Systems Managers 
38 * Executive Secretaries 
36 * Htmwn Resource Assistants 
38 * Ubrary Assistants and Bookmobile Drivers 

40 * Office Managers 
36 * Operations (^search Analysts 
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36 * Accountants and Auditors 
3 8 * Actuaries 
36 * Brokerage Clerks 
3 6 * Credit Checkers and Authorizers 

4 1 * Loan Clerks 
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Government and Public Administration 

40 • Regulatory Affairs Specialists 
3 8 * Statistical Clerks 

Health Science 

36 * Genetic Counselors 
36 * Medical Secretaries 
40 * Medical Transcriptionists 
36 * Occupational Therapists 
36 * Pharmacy Aides 

Hospitality and Tourtsm 
36 * Hotel Desk Clerks 
36 * Restaurant Hosts 
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Human Serv ices 
36 * Marriage and Family Therapists 
3 6 * Social Workers 

Information Technology 
36 * Computer Engineers 
47 * Web Developers 

Law, PubNc ^ f e t y . Corrections, and Security 

38 * Paralegals 

Marketing 
36 * Demonstrators and Promoters 
36 * Market Research Analysts 
36 * Merchandise Dispiayers 
36 * Pubfic Relations Specialists 

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
36 * Cartographers and Photogrammetrists 
38 * Economists 
4 5 * Geospatial Information Scientists and Technologists 

36 * Mathematicians 
40 * Precision Agriculture Technicians 
38 * Remote Sensing Scientists and Technologists 
4 1 * Social Science Research Assistants 
3 8 * Statisticians 

O 2015 Georgia Career Information Center, Division of Student Affairs, Georgia State University and its 
licensors. All rights reserved. 
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Using Your In teres ts to Explore Occupations 

You can use your interests to explore careers. Interests are good to use because you probably will find -
that occupations that meet your interests will be more satisfying and rewarding for you than 
occupations that don't meet your interests. 

Remember, though, that Interests are just some of the information that you can use to explore 
careers. Other useful information about yourself; your abilities, work values, experience, education, 
and motivation are also important in exploring careers. The more aspects of yourself that you use to 
explore careers, the better chance you have of finding satisfying work. 

You can think of the occupational interests as your liking or preference for certain work activities. The 
Interest Profiler measures interests in each of six Interest Areas described below. Read over the 
definitions to get a better understanding of your occupational interests. 

The links for each Interest Area will display a list of occupations that match that interest. You can then 
use the occupation links to learn more about the occupation. ' 

Invest igat ive Your score : 30 
People with investigative interests like work activities that have to do with Ideas and thinking more 
than with physical activity. They like to search for facts and figure out problems mentally rather than 
to persuade or lead people. I 

Conventional Your score : 27 
People with conventional interests tike work activities that follow set procedures and routines. They 
prefer working with data and detail more than with ideas. They prefer work in which there are precise 
standards rather than work in which you have to judge things by yourself. These people like working 
where the lines of authority are clear. 

Social Your Score : 26 
People with social interests like work activities that assist others and promote learning and personal 
development. They prefer to communicate more than to work with objects, machines, or data. They 
like to teach, to give advice, to help, or otherwise be of service to people. 

Realist ic ' Your score : 1 6 
People with realistic Interests like work activities that include practical, hands-on problems and 
solutions. They enjoy dealing with plants, animals, and real-world materials, like wood, tools, and 
machinery. They enjoy outside work. Often people with realistic interests do not like occupations that 
mainly involve doing paperwork or working closely with others. 

Artistic Your s c o r e : 12 
People with artistic interests like work activities that deal with the artistic side of things, such as 
forms, designs, and patterns. They like self-expression in their work. They prefer settings where work 
can be done without following a dear set of rules. 

Enterprising Your score : 10 
People with enterprising interests like work activities that have to do with starting up and carrying out 
projects, especially business ventures. They like persuading and leading people and making decisions. 
They like taking risks for profit. These people prefer action rather than thought. 
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